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Abstract

We introduce Tate homology of complexes of finite Gorenstein flat dimension based

on complete flat resolutions and give a new method of computing Tate homology in

Christensen and Jorgensen’s sense. We also investigate the relationship between Tate

homology and Tate cohomology. As an application, a more brief proof of the main

result on derived depth formula of [Vanishing of Tate homology and depth formula over

local rings, J. Pure Appl. Algebra 219 (2015) 464–481] is given.

1. Introduction

Throughout this paper, R denotes a ring, R-Mod the category of left R-
modules and CðRÞ the category of complexes of left R-modules. R� denotes the
opposite ring.

The notion of Tate cohomology originated from the study of representations
of finite groups. Avramov and Martsinkovsky [4] extended the definition, based
on complete projective resolutions (or Tate projective resolutions), so that it can
work well for finitely generated modules of finite G-dimension over a noetherian
ring. Later, Veliche [20] and Christensen and Jorgensen [6] studied a Tate
cohomology theory for complexes. The parallel theory of Tate homology has
been treated by Iacob [16] and Christensen and Jorgensen [6, 7]. They defined
Tate homology of complexes based on complete projective resolutions. That is,
given an R�-complex M with a complete projective resolution U !t P!p M (that
is, a diagram of morphisms of complexes, where U is a totally acyclic complexes
of projective R�-modules, p is a dg-projective resolution of M, and tn is an
isomorphism for ng 0), Tate homology of the R�-complex M with coe‰cients
in an arbitrary R-complex N is defined asdTorTorRi ðM;NÞ ¼ HiðU nR NÞ:
However we note that there is no relationship between Tate homology and Tate
cohomology when R is a coherent ring. The motivation of current paper is to
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establish a Tate homology theory based on complete flat resolutions, which can
form a correspondence with the classical Tor homology. More precisely, given

an R�-complex M admitting a complete flat resolution T !t F !p C  q M (see
Definition 3.1 for details). For an R-complex N, the Tate homology with
respect to the complete flat resolution of M with coe‰cients in N is defined as

TorRi ðM;NÞ ¼ HiðT nR NÞ:
We find a relationship between Tate homology and Tate cohomology and provide
a new method of computing Tate homology in Christensen and Jorgensen’s sense.

Let M and N be finitely generated modules over a commutative noetherian
local ring R. We say that ðM;NÞ satisfies the depth formula if

depthRðMnR NÞ ¼ depthR M þ depthR N � depth R

and satisfies the derived depth formula if

depthRðMnL
R NÞ ¼ depthR M þ depthR N � depth R:

For the width, under suitable conditions on M and N, there is a width formula

widthRðR HomRðM;NÞÞ ¼ depthR M þ widthR N � depth R:

Several authors have proved that the two formulas hold under certain conditions
in di¤erent ways, such as [1, 2, 11, 15, 18, 22]. Especially, Christensen and
Jorgensen [7] proved the depth formula holds for every pair of Tate Tor-
independent complexes, one of which is of finite Gorenstein projective dimen-
sion and the other is bounded above. It subsumes previous generalizations of
Auslander’s depth formula obtained over the half-century that has passed since [2]
appeared. Also the width formula holds for every pair of Tate Ext-independent
complexes, one of which is of finite Gorenstein injective dimension and the
other is bounded above. However, in the previous passages, the study of depth
formula and width formula is always independent. As applications of the Tate
homology we have established in Section 3, we simplify the study of depth
formula and width formula and provide a more brief proof to Christensen and
Jorgensen’s main result.

The layout of this paper is as follows: In section 2, we recall the definitions
and basic notations of complexes and depth. Section 3 is devoted to discussing
complete flat resolutions of complexes and Tate homology. We prove that when
R is a left coherent ring over which each flat right R-module has finite projective
dimension, the Tate homology defined here coincides with Tate homology defined
by complete projective resolutions treated by Christensen and Jorgensen [6] and
establish the relationship between Tate homology and Tate cohomology. In
section 4, we give some applications.

2. Preliminaries and basic facts

We first review some basic facts on complexes. For terminologies we follow
[3, 12, 10].
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Complex. Given a complex X

� � � �!d2 X1 �!
d1

X0 �!
d0

X�1 �!
d�1 � � � ;

the n-th homology module of X is HnðX Þ ¼ ZnðX Þ=BnðX Þ, where ZnðX Þ ¼
KerðdXn Þ, BnðXÞ ¼ ImðdXnþ1Þ; we set HnðXÞ ¼ H�nðX Þ, CnðXÞ ¼ CokerðdXnþ1Þ.
A complex X is called acyclic or exact if the homology complex HðXÞ is the
zero-complex.

Given a complex X and an integer i, S iX denotes the complex such that
ðS iXÞn ¼ Xn�i and whose boundary operators are ð�1Þ idXn�i.

For a complex X we associate the numbers

sup X ¼ supfi jXi 0 0g and inf X ¼ inffi jXi 0 0g:

The complex X is called bounded above when sup X < y, bounded below when
inf X > �y and bounded when it is bounded below and above.

A homomorphism j : X ! Y of degree n is a family ðjiÞi AZ of homo-
morphisms of R-modules ji : Xi ! Ynþi. All such homomorphisms form an
abelian group, denoted by HomRðX ;YÞn; it is clearly isomorphic toQ

i AZ HomRðXi;YnþiÞ. We let HomRðX ;YÞ denote the complex of abelian
groups with n-th component HomRðX ;Y Þn and boundary operator

dnððjiÞi AZÞ ¼ ðd
Y
nþiji � ð�1Þ

nji�1d
X
i Þi AZ:

A homomorphism j A HomRðX ;YÞn is called a chain map if dðjÞ ¼ 0, that is,
if dYnþiji ¼ ð�1Þ

nji�1d
X
i for all i A Z. A chain map of degree 0 is called a

morphism. A morphism j : X ! Y is called a quasi-isomorphism if the induced
morphisms HnðjÞ : HnðX Þ ! HnðY Þ are isomorphisms for all n A Z. Complexes
X and Y are quasi-isomorphic (denoted as X FY ) if they are linked by a chain
of quasi-isomorphisms.

If X is a complex of right R-modules and Y is a complex of left R-modules,
the tensor product of X and Y is the complex of abelian groups X nR Y with
ðX nR YÞn ¼0

t AZðXt nR Yn�tÞ and dðxnR yÞ ¼ dXt ðxÞn yþ ð�1Þ txn dYn�tðyÞ
for all x A Xt, y A Yn�t.

Let X be an R-complex and u, v integers. The hard above-truncation, Xau,
of X at u and the hard below-truncation, Xbv, of X at v are given by:

Xau ¼ 0! Xu ! Xu�1 ! Xu�2 ! � � � ;
Xbv ¼ � � � ! Xvþ2 ! Xvþ1 ! Xv ! 0:

The soft above-truncation, X�u
, of X at u and the soft below-truncation,

X�v
, of X at v are given by:

X�u
¼ 0! CuðXÞ ! Xu�1 ! Xu�2 ! � � � ;

X�v
¼ � � � ! Xvþ2 ! Xvþ1 ! ZvðX Þ ! 0:
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Cotorsion pair. A pair ðA;BÞ of subcategories in R-Mod is called a

cotorsion pair provided that A? ¼ B and ?B ¼A, where ?B ¼ fA A R-Mod j
Ext1RðA;BÞ ¼ 0; EB A Bg and A? ¼ fB A R-Mod jExt1RðA;BÞ ¼ 0; EA A Ag. We
say that a homomorphism f : M ! B is a B-preenvelope if B A B and the abelian
group homomorphism HomRðf;B 0Þ : HomRðB;B 0Þ ! HomRðM;B 0Þ is surjective
for each B 0 A B. Moreover, if Coker f A ?B, then such a preenvelope is called
a special B-preenvelope of M. Dually we have the definitions of A-precover
and special A-precover. A cotorsion pair ðA;BÞ is said to be hereditary if
Ext iRðA;BÞ ¼ 0 for all ib 1 and A A A and B A B. A cotorsion pair ðA;BÞ is
called complete if every R-module M has a special B-preenvelope and a special
A-precover.

Definition 2.1 ([13]). Let ðA;BÞ be a cotorsion pair in R-Mod. Let X be
a complex.

(1) X is called an A complex if it is exact and ZnðXÞ A A for all n.
(2) X is called a B complex if it is exact and ZnðXÞ A B for all n.
(3) X is called a dg-A complex if Xn A A for each n, and HomðX ;BÞ is

exact whenever B is a B complex.
(4) X is called a dg-B complex if Xn A B for each n, and HomðA;X Þ is exact

whenever A is an A complex.
We denote the class of A complexes by ~AA and the class of dg-A complexes

by dg ~AA. Similarly, the class of B complexes are denoted by ~BB and the class of
dg-B complexes by dg ~BB.

In the following, we denote P, I, F, C the class of projective, injective, flat
and cotorsion modules respectively. Let ðA;BÞ ¼ ðF;CÞ be the flat cotorsion
pair in R-Mod. Then A (resp. B) complex and dg-A (resp. dg-B) complex are
flat (resp. cotorsion) complex and dg-flat (resp. dg-cotorsion) complex. Also the

induced cotorsion pair ð ~FF; dg ~CCÞ and ðdg ~FF; ~CCÞ are both complete and hereditary
in CðRÞ by [13, Corollary 3.13, 4.18]. Similarly, let ðA;BÞ ¼ ðP, R-ModÞ, then
dg-A complex is dg-projective complex and let ðA;BÞ ¼ ðR-Mod;IÞ, then dg-B
complex is dg-injective.

The projective and injective dimension of an R-complex M are defined as

pdR M ¼ inffsup P jP!F M is a dg-projective resolutiong;
idR M ¼ inff�inf I jM !F I is a dg-injective resolutiong:

Depth and width. Let ðR;m; kÞ be a local ring. Let M be an R-complex.
(1) The depth of M is defined as

depthR M ¼ �sup HðR HomRðk;MÞÞ:

For every R-complex M one has

depthR Mb�sup HðMÞ:
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If sup HðMÞ ¼ s < y, then the equality holds if and only if m is an associated
prime ideal of the homology module HsðMÞ (that is, m ¼ AnnðxÞ for some
x A HsðMÞ).

(2) The width of M is defined as

widthR M ¼ inf HðknL
R MÞ:

There is an obvious inequality

widthR Ma inf HðMÞ;
and the equality holds if HðMÞ is bounded below with each item being a finitely
generated module.

Definition 2.2 ([7]). Let M and N be R-complexes. We say that the
derived depth formula holds for M and N if there is an equality

depthRðMnL
R NÞ ¼ depthR M þ depthR N � depth R:

By [11, Lemma 2.1] the derived depth formula holds for complexes M and N,
if M has finite projective dimension and HðNÞ is bounded above.

3. Complete flat resolution and tate homology

In this section, R is an associative ring (not necessarily commutative
noetherian). Right modules over R are treated as (left) modules over the
opposite ring R�. We establish Tate homology with respect to complete flat
resolutions.

Recall that a totally acyclic complex of flat R-modules is an exact complex
of flat R-modules which remains exact after applying I nR� for any injective
R�-module I . An R-module G is called Gorenstein flat if there exists a totally
acyclic complex T of flat R-modules such that GGKerðT�1 ! T�2Þ: By [14,
Lemma 2.3.2], if R is a right coherent ring, an R-module M is Gorenstein flat
if and only if Ext iRðM;BÞ ¼ 0 for any ib 1 and B A F \ C, and there exists a
HomRð�;F \ CÞ-exact exact sequence

0!M ! B0 ! B1 ! � � �
with each Bi A F \ C.

Definition 3.1 ([14]). For an R-complex M, a complete flat resolution of
M is a diagram

T !t F !p C  q M

of morphisms of complexes satisfying:
(1) F !p C  q M is a flat-cotorsion resolution of M, that is, q is a special

dg-cotorsion preenvelope and p is a special dg-flat precover;
(2) T is an exact complex with each entry in F \ C and HomRð�;F \ CÞ-

exact;
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(3) t : T ! F is a morphism such that ti ¼ idTi
for all ig 0.

The Gorenstein flat dimension GfdR M is defined by:

GfdR M ¼ inf g A Z

�����T !t F !p C  q M is a complete flat resolution

with ti : Ti ! Fi bijective for each ib g

( )
:

Lemma 3.2 ([14]). Let R be a right coherent ring. For an R-complex M, the
following are equivalent for each integer n A Z.

(1) GfdR Ma n.
(2) There exists a quasi-isomorphism F !M with F dg-flat such that

sup HðFÞa n and CjðF Þ is Gorenstein flat for any integer jb n.
(3) For each flat-cotorsion resolution F !p C  q M of M, there exists a

complete flat resolution T !t F !p C  q M of M such that ti ¼ idTi
for all ib n.

Remark 3.3. By Lemma 3.2, the Gorenstein flat dimension defined here
coincides with Iacob’s definition in [17] over a right coherent ring.

Lemma 3.4. Let T !t F !p C  q M and T 0 !t
0
F 0 !p

0
C 0  q

0

M 0 be complete
flat resolutions. For every morphism a : M !M 0 there exists a morphism a such
that the right hand square of the diagram

T ���!t F ���!p C  ���q
M

âa

???y ~aa

???y a

???y a

???y
T 0 ���!t 0 F 0 ���!p 0 C 0  ���q 0

M 0

commutes; for each choice of a, there exists a unique up to homotopy morphism ~aa,
making the middle square commute up to homotopy; for each choice of ~aa there
exists a unique up to homotopy morphism âa, making the left hand square commute
up to homotopy. If one has M ¼M 0 and a is the identity map, then a, ~aa and âa
are homotopy equivalences.

Proof. By [14, Lemma 2.2.4], for each morphism a : M !M 0 there exists a
morphism a such that the right hand square of the diagram

F ���!p C  ���q
M

~aa

???y a

???y a

???y
F 0 ���!p 0 C 0  ���q 0

M 0

commutes; for each choice of a there exists a unique up to homotopy morphism
~aa, making the left-hand square commute. If a ¼ idM , then a and ~aa are homotopy
equivalences. We only prove the remaining conclusions.

Note that t 0 can be factored as T 0 !i T 00 !b F 0, where i is a homotopy
equivalence and b is a morphism with each bi a split epimorphism. Thus
without loss of generality, we assume that each t 0i is a split epimorphism.
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Thus there exists an exact sequence 0! Ker t 0 ! T 0 !t
0
F 0 ! 0 with Ker t 0

bounded above and each item in F \ C. Applying HomRðT ;�Þ to this
sequence, we have an exact sequence of complexes 0! HomRðT ;Ker t 0Þ !
HomRðT ;T 0Þ ������!HomRðT ; t 0Þ

HomRðT ;F 0Þ ! 0. Note that HomRðT ;Ker t 0Þ is exact

by [5, Lemma 2.5]. Then HomRðT ;T 0Þ ������!HomRðT ; t 0Þ
HomRðT ;F 0Þ ! 0 is a sur-

jective quasi-isomorphism. Hence there exists a unique up to homotopy
morphism âa such that ~aat ¼ t 0âa by [4, (1.1.1)]. The homotopy equivalence is
easy to get. r

Definition 3.5. Let R be a left coherent ring and M an R�-complex with
a complete flat resolution T !t F !p C  q M. For an R-complex N, the Tate
homology with respect to complete flat resolutions of M with coe‰cients in N
is defined as

TorRi ðM;NÞ ¼ HiðT nR NÞ:

Remark 3.6. (1) It follows from Lemma 3.4 that the definition is inde-
pendent of the choice of complete flat resolutions.

(2) Let R be a left coherent ring and M an R�-complex of finite Gorenstein
flat dimension. If fdR � M < y, then TorRi ðM;NÞ ¼ 0 for all i A Z.

In fact, 0! F !p C  q M is a complete flat resolution of M, so one has
TorRi ðM;NÞ ¼ 0 for all i A Z.

For an R-complex M of finite Gorenstein projective dimension with a chosen
complete projective resolution U !t P!p M and an arbitrary R-complex N,
Veliche defined in [20] the Tate cohomology group bydExtExt iRðM;NÞ ¼ H�iðHomRðU ;NÞÞ:

Christensen and Jorgensen [6] defined the Tate homology of an R�-complex M
with coe‰cients in an arbitrary R-complex N asdTorTorRi ðM;NÞ ¼ HiðU nR NÞ:

In the following, we compare these two di¤erent definitions of Tate homology.

Lemma 3.7. Let T be a HomRð�;PÞ-exact exact R-complex of projective
modules. Then T is HomRð�;QÞ-exact for any R-module Q with finite projective
dimension.

Proof. This follows by induction on the projective dimension of Q. r

Theorem 3.8. Let R be a left coherent ring over which each flat R�-module
has finite projective dimension and let M be an R�-complex of finite Gorenstein
projective dimension. Then for any bounded above R-complex N, one has

TorRi ðM;NÞGdTorTorRi ðM;NÞ:
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Proof. Since each flat R�-module has finite projective dimension, GfdR� M
aGpdR � M < y by Remark 3.3 and [17, Proposition 3.6]. Choose a complete
projective resolution

T !t P!p M

and a complete flat resolution

T 0 !t
0
F 0 !p

0
C 0  q

0

M

of M. To prove the desired isomorphism we firstly show that there exists the
following commutative diagram

T ���!t P ���!p M  ���¼ M

b

???y a

???y q 0

???y ¼

???y
T 0 ���!t 0 F 0 ���!p 0 C 0  ���q 0

M 0:

Since P is dg-projective and p 0 a quasi-isomorphism, there is a morphism of
complexes a : P! F 0 such that p 0aF q 0p by [19, Proposition 1.4]. Note that
a is also a quasi-isomorphism, because q 0p is so. Next we prove the existence
of b. Assume that ti and t 0j are bijective for ib s and jb t respectively. Set
n ¼ maxfs; tg. If ib n, then we set bi ¼ ai. For i < n, consider the following
diagram

� � � ���! Tnþ1 ���! Tn ���! Tn�1 ���! � � �

anþ1

???y an

???y bn�1

???y
� � � ���! T 0nþ1 ���! T 0n ���! T 0n�1 ���! � � �:

The existence of bi for i < n is by Lemma 3.7 because that the upper row is
HomRð�;PÞ exact and pdR � T

0
i < y for all i A Z. Hence b ¼ fbigi AZ is the

desired morphism.
In the following we prove T nR N ! T 0nR N is a quasi-isomorphism.

Consider the short exact sequences 0! Tan�1 ! T ! Tbn ! 0 and 0! T 0
an�1 !

T 0 ! T 0bn ! 0. By above Tbn ¼ T 0bn. So Tbn nR N ¼ T 0bn nR N. We denote
~bb : Tan�1 ! T 0

an�1. Then Cð ~bbÞ is bounded above and degreewise flat. We

show ~bbnR N : Tan�1 nR N ! T 0
an�1 nR N is a quasi-isomorphism, that is,

Cð ~bbÞnR N is exact. Assume that g : N !F I is a dg-injective resolution of
N. Then CðgÞ is exact. Cð ~bbÞnR CðgÞ is exact by [5, Lemma 2.13]. Hence

Cð ~bbÞnR NFCð ~bbÞnR I . We only need to show Cð ~bbÞnR I GCð ~bbnR IÞ is
exact. Consider the following commutative diagram

0 ���! Tan�1 ���! T ���! Tbn ���! 0

~bb

???y b

???y idTbn

???y
0 ���! T 0

an�1 ���! T 0 ���! T 0bn ���! 0:
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We have an exact sequence

0! Cð ~bbÞ ! CðbÞ ! CðidTbn
Þ ! 0:

Since CðidTbn
ÞnR Ii and CðbÞnR Ii are exact by assumption, Cð ~bbÞnR Ii is

exact. So Cð ~bbÞnR I is exact by [5, Lemma 2.13]. Therefore T nR N !
T 0nR N is a quasi-isomorphism by five lemma. r

In classical homology algebra, for an R�-module M and R-module N,

ðTorRi ðM;NÞÞþGExt iRðN;MþÞ
for all ib 0. But we find that Tate cohomology and Tate homology in
Christensen and Jorgensen [6]’s sense don’t have such isomorphisms when the
ring is coherent. In the following, we discuss the relationship of Tate coho-
mology and Tate homology based on complete flat resolutions.

Lemma 3.9. Let R be a left coherent ring and M an R�-complex with a
complete flat resolution T !t F !p C  q M. Then Mþ ! F þ ! Tþ is a complete
injective resolution of Mþ ¼ HomZðM;Q=ZÞ.

Proof. Let T !t F !p C  q M be a complete flat resolution of M.

Applying the functor HomZð�;Q=ZÞ to T !t F !p C  q M, we have Mþ  q
þ

Cþ !p
þ
F þ !t

þ
Tþ, where F þ is dg-injective and pþ, qþ are quasi-isomorphisms.

Hence there exists a quasi-isomorphism a : Mþ ! F þ such that pþF aqþ

by [19, Proposition 1.5]. We show Mþ ! F þ ! Tþ is a complete injective
resolution of Mþ. Assume that Ti ¼ Fi for all ig 0. Then Tþi ¼ F þi for
all if 0. Note that Tþ is degreewise injective. It remains to show that
HomRðE;TþÞ is exact for arbitrary injective R-module E. Indeed, we have
isomorphism ðT nR EÞþGHomRðT ;EþÞ. Since E is an injective R-module,
Eþ A F \ C. Thus HomRðT ;EþÞ is exact by assumption, and hence
HomRðE;TþÞG ðT nR EÞþ is exact. r

Theorem 3.10. Let R be a left coherent ring and M a bounded above
R�-complex of finite Gorenstein flat dimension. Then ðTorRi ðM;NÞÞþGdExtExt iRðN;MþÞ for all i A Z and any bounded above R-complex N.

Proof. By Lemma 3.2, we have a complete flat resolution T !t F !p
C  q M. Thus Lemma 3.9 implies that Mþ ! F þ ! Tþ is a complete injective
resolution of Mþ. Then we have the following sequence of equalities

ðTorRi ðM;NÞÞþ ¼ ðHiðT nR NÞÞþ

GH�iððT nR NÞþÞ
GH�iðHomRðN;TþÞÞ

GdExtExt iRðN;MþÞ;
where the last isomorphism is by [6, Definition 5.5]. r
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In the rest part of this section we study some properties of Tate homology.

Proposition 3.11. Let R be a left coherent ring and M an R�-complex of
finite Gorenstein flat dimension. For every bounded above R-complex N of finite
flat dimension, one has TorRi ðM;NÞ ¼ 0 for all i A Z.

Proof. Let T !t F !p C  q M be a complete flat resolution of M over
R. For every dg-flat resolution p 0 : F 0 ! N over R, applying the functor
T nR� to the exact sequence 0! N ! Coneðp 0Þ ! SF 0 ! 0, we get a short
exact sequence in homology and further yields an isomorphism HðT nR NÞG
HðT nR Coneðp 0ÞÞ, as one has HðT nR F 0Þ ¼ 0 because F 0 is dg-flat. If N is
bounded above and of finite flat dimension, then we can assume that F 0

and therefore, Coneðp 0Þ is bounded above, and then HðT nR Coneðp 0ÞÞ ¼ 0
by [5, Lemma 2.13]. Thus TorRi ðM;NÞ ¼ 0 for all i A Z. r

Proposition 3.12. Let R be a left coherent ring and M an R�-complex
of finite Gorenstein flat dimension. For every exact sequence 0! N 0 ! N !
N 00 ! 0 of R-complexes, there is an exact sequence of Z-modules

� � � ! TorRiþ1ðM;N 00Þ ! TorRi ðM;N 0Þ ! TorRi ðM;NÞ ! TorRi ðM;N 00Þ ! � � � :

Proof. Let T !t F !p C  q M be a complete flat resolution of M. The
sequence

0! T nR N 0 ! T nR N ! T nR N 00 ! 0

is exact because T is a complex of flat R�-modules. The associated exact
sequence in homology is the desired one. r

The next result establishes the dimension shifting for Tate homology.

Lemma 3.13. Let R be a left coherent ring and M an R�-complex of finite
Gorenstein flat dimension and let N be an R-complex.

(1) For every complete flat resolution T ! F ! C  M and for every m A Z,
there are isomorphisms

TorRi ðM;NÞGTorRi�mðCmðTÞ;NÞ for all i A Z:

(2) For every dg-flat resolution F !F N and every integer nb sup N, one has
isomorphisms

TorRi ðM;NÞGTorRi�nðM;CnðF ÞÞ for all i A Z:

Proof. (1) For every m A Z, S�mT ! S�mFbm !
b
S�mþ1Fam�1  

a
CmðTÞ is

a complete flat resolution of CmðTÞ. Indeed, since S�mFam�1 is a bounded
above complex of cotorsion modules, it is dg-cotorsion by [13, Lemma 3.4 (2)],
S�mFbm is a dg-flat complex by [13, Lemma 3.4 (1)] since it is a bounded below
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complex of flat modules. Also it is easy to check that a and b are quasi-
isomorphisms. Hence one has

TorRi�mðCmðTÞ;NÞ ¼ Hi�mððS�mTÞnR NÞ
¼ Hi�mðS�mðT nR NÞÞ
GHiðT nR NÞ

¼ TorRi ðM;NÞ:

(2) We may assume that N is bounded above. For every dg-flat resolution
F !F N and nb sup N there is a quasi-isomorphism a : F�n ! N. Since the
exact complex ConeðaÞ is bounded above, T nR ConeðaÞ is exact by [5, Lemma
2.13]. By Proposition 3.12, the exact sequence 0! N ! ConeðaÞ ! SF�n ! 0
yields isomorphisms

TorRi ðM;NÞGTorRi ðM;F�nÞ for all i A Z:

Consider the exact sequence of R-complexes 0! Fan�1 ! F�n ! SnCnðFÞ ! 0.
Then Fan�1 has finite flat dimension. Indeed, since 0! Fan�1 ! F ! Fbn ! 0
is exact, the complexes F and Fbn are dg-flat, so Fan�1 is dg-flat. Note that
Fan�1 is bounded above. Then Proposition 3.11 and 3.12 imply that

TorRi ðM;F�nÞGTorRi ðM;SnCnðFÞÞ for all i A Z:

The desired isomorphisms follows from these two assertions. r

Next we use pinched tensor product complexes introduced in [6] to inves-
tigate the balancedness for Tate homology based on complete flat resolutions.

(Construction) Let R be a left coherent ring and T an R�-complex and
A an R-complex. The pinched tensor product of T and A is defined as
follows:

ðT nffl
R AÞn ¼

ðTb0 nR Ab0Þn; nb 0;

ðTa�1 nR SðAa�1ÞÞn; na�1:

�
The di¤erential on T nffl

R A is defined by

qTnfflR A
n ¼

qTb0nRAb0
n ; nb 1;

qT
0 nR ðsqA

0 Þ; n ¼ 0;

qTa�1nRSðAa�1Þ
n ; na�1:

8><>:
where s denotes the canonical map A! SA.

There are also equalities

ðT nffl
R AÞ

b0 ¼ Tb0 nR Ab0;

ðT nffl
R AÞ

a�1 ¼ Ta�1 nR SðAa�1Þ:

11complete flat resolutions, tate homology and the depth formula



Lemma 3.14. Let R be a left coherent ring and M an R�-complex with a
complete flat resolution T ! F ! C  M and let A be an exact R-complex and
set N ¼ C0ðAÞ. For every i A Z there is an isomorphism of Z-modules

HiðT nffl
R AÞGTorRi ðM;NÞ:

Proof. Note that TorRi ðM;NÞ ¼ HiðT nR NÞ by definition, so we must
show HðT nR NÞGHðT nffl

R AÞ. The quasi-isomorphisms

p : Ab0 !F N and g : N !F SðAa�1Þ with g0p0 ¼ sqA
0 ,

induce quasi-isomorphisms

ðT nffl
R AÞ

b0 !
F

Tb0 nR N and Ta�1 nR N !F ðT nffl
R AÞ

a�1.

The first quasi-isomorphism is because Tb0 is dg-flat and the second is by [5,
Proposition 2.14], because N and SðAa�1Þ is bounded above and T is degreewise
flat. It follows that there are isomorphisms HiðT nR NÞGHiðT nffl

R AÞ for all
i A Znf0; 1g. The isomorphisms in the remaining two degrees are by the proof of
[6, Theorem 3.5]. r

Proposition 3.15. Let R be a left and right coherent ring and M an R�-
complex and N an R-complex, both of which are bounded above and of finite
Gorenstein flat dimension. For every i A Z there is an isomorphism of Z-modules

TorRi ðM;NÞGTorR
�

i ðN;MÞ:

Proof. Choose complete flat resolutions T ! F ! C  M and T 0 ! F 0 !
C 0  N. Set m ¼ maxfsup M;GfdR � Mg and n ¼ maxfsup N;GfdR Ng. Then
the modules CmðF ÞGCmðTÞ and CnðF 0ÞGCnðT 0Þ are Gorenstein flat modules
with complete flat resolutions

S�mT ! S�mFbm ! S�mþ1Fam�1  CmðTÞ;
S�nT 0 ! S�nF 0bn ! S�nþ1F 0an�1  CnðT 0Þ:

Hence we have the following isomorphisms by Lemma 3.13, 3.14 and [6,
Proposition 3.6],

TorRi ðM;NÞGTorRi�m�nðCmðFÞ;CnðF 0ÞÞ
GHi�m�nððS�mTÞnffl

R ðS�nT 0ÞÞ
GHi�n�mððS�nT 0Þnffl

R � ðS�mTÞÞ

GTorR
�

i�n�mðCnðF 0Þ;CmðFÞÞ

GTorR
�

i ðN;MÞ:

This completes the proof. r
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4. Applications

In this section, R always denotes a commutative noetherian local ring.
The depth formula and width formula are always studied independently.

Using the relationship of Tate cohomology and Tate homology we have
established in Section 3, we can simplify this study and also provide a brief
proof to a special case of the main result of [7].

Lemma 4.1 ([7, Proposition 6.4]). Let N be an R-complex of finite Goren-
stein injective dimension and M a bounded above R-complex. If one hasdExtExt iRðM;NÞ ¼ 0 for all i A Z, then the next equality holds

widthRðR HomRðM;NÞÞ ¼ depthR M þ widthR N � depth R:

Proposition 4.2 ([7, Theorem 2.3]). Let M be an R-complex of finite
Gorenstein projective dimension and N a bounded above R-complex. If one hasdTorTorRi ðM;NÞ ¼ 0 for all i A Z, then the derived depth formula holds for M and
N. That is, one has

depthRðMnL
R NÞ ¼ depthR M þ depthR N � depth R:

Proof. By [9, Corollary 3.5], GfdR M < y. Let EðkÞ be the injective hull
of the residue field. Since M is an R-complex of finite Gorenstein flat dimen-
sion, M4¼ HomRðM;EðkÞÞ has finite Gorenstein injective dimension by [21,
Corollary 3.2]. Note that for an injective module E, we have Ext1RðF ;E4ÞG
HomRðTorR1 ðF ;EÞ;EðkÞÞ ¼ 0 for any flat R-module F by [8, Theorem 3.2.1].
So E4 is cotorsion. Thus E4 A F \ C. So for a complete flat resolution T !
F ! C  M of M (the existence of complete flat resolutions is ensured by
Lemma 3.2), M4! F4! T4 is a complete injective resolution of M4 by
analogy with the proof of Lemma 3.9. Then by Theorem 3.8 we have

ðTorRi ðM;NÞÞ4¼ ðHiðT nR NÞÞ4

GH�iððT nR NÞ4Þ
GH�iðHomRðN;T4ÞÞ

GdExtExt iRðN;M4Þ:
Hence Lemma 4.1 implies that

depthRðMnL
R NÞ ¼ widthRðMnL

R NÞ4

¼ widthRðR HomRðN;M4ÞÞ
¼ depthR N þ widthR M4� depth R

¼ depthR M þ depthR N � depth R:

The first equality follows from the similar proof of [22, Lemma 2.2] and the
second is by adjoint isomorphism. r
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Remark 4.3. Let M and N be R-complexes. Set ð�Þ4¼ HomRð�;EðkÞÞ.
Then

depthRðMnL
R NÞ ¼ widthRðR HomRðN;M4ÞÞ ¼ widthRðR HomRðM;N4ÞÞ:

Combined with Lemma 3.9, the depth formula and the width formula of [7] can
only be discussed one of them.
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